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Houle, Brian (Crofton)

From: Houle, Brian (Crofton)
Sent: Monday, May 17, 2021 9:24 AM
To: Houle, Brian (Crofton)
Subject: May 17 weekly lake and river update

Good day everyone, 
 
Weekend weather was great and now some cooling off and possibly some rain as the regular work week begins. 
Warmer weather continues to melt the snow pack and balancing inflow with outflows – lake level holding steady with some rain in recent days. 
With substantial snow pack remaining, conditions remain stable and much improved over 2019 (light green trend line) conditions. 
While risk of needing to pump lake to river at end of summer is low this year, dry summer weather for coming 3 months could equate to not enough water to 
sustain license minimum 7 cms river flows 
As the snow melt concludes in coming weeks, conditions for remaining summer months will become better understood. 
With the significant remaining snow pack in local mountains and the wetter overall summer weather we are expecting, it is also still possible there is enough 
water to sustain 7 cms through to return of fall rainfall. 
 
I have included the new “river flow guide” chart and need to clarify that this chart is draft and the guidance it provides is for discussion. 
If a reduced flow was called for at this time, like the draft guide indicates, there are regulatory programs to follow to gain approval for the reduced flow. 
The current minimum flow of 15 cms has been set fish stewardship agencies and the required flows were set to ensure maximum survival of the emerging fish – 
emerging from the gravel where the eggs were placed last fall. 
The higher sustained spring flows also ensure these tiny fish can grow and thrive and begin their journey to open sea. 
Reduced flows are authorized beginning June 15 given the process of eggs emerging and little fish migrating to the ocean ends at about that time. 
The draft chart shows lake level rising in recent few days and that relates to warmer weather and snow melt. 
We are expecting snow melt to continue and a reduced flow this early in the year is not called for under these conditions. 
The group who have developed the new flow guide will be reviewing and refining this guide to be helpful under all possible conditions in the watershed. 
 
Regards, 
Brian Houle 
Manager, Environment 
Catalyst Crofton 
250-246-6236 
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This email and its contents are for the exclusive benefit of Paper Excellence Canada Holdings. 
 
Legal Disclaimer: This e-mail and any attachment(s) are confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by 
return e-mail, delete this e-mail and do not copy, use or disclose it to any other person.  


